Watch Your Habits, For They Become Your Character
"Watch your thoughts for they become your words, watch your words for they become your actions, watch your actions for they become your habits, watch your habits for they become your character, watch your character for they come your destiny."

A true test of a man's character is what he believes in his heart after he truly goes through turbulent times in life. Is everything well with your soul when it seems as though everything that can go wrong, is going wrong? Do you still have faith when doors close in front of you that you need to be open? Are you still willing to believe in love even when a relationship you thought may have lasted forever, comes to a sudden halt.

Somewhere in our lifetime we have to realize that we need to aim for having a peaceful resolve, and that some things that happen to us, are purely coincidental, and are things that we probably never could have changed.

God can fill the voids in your life that you feel are empty, and easily make things right with your soul, just let him, and though there will still be tough times to face, you will always have peace!
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